Extensive O-C lists available

by Tom Mirabito
Staff Reporter

Off-Campus Commissioner Bob Sauer said today that his office along with the Student Housing office makes available a list of off-campus housing for Notre Dame students. Sauer said that extensive off-campus housing is available and gave his suggestions as to what students should look for.

varied selection

According to Sauer, "There is a wide selection of houses and single rooms throughout the South Bend area." However, he stressed, that most available housing is concentrated in two areas, Notre Dame Avenue and the area just off Eddy, Street heading south. Sauer continued by saying that houses available farther from campus, such as on Western Avenue, are lower in price but include the problem of transportation.

Sauer reported that "a good house runs between fifty and sixty dollars per month per student and includes utilities, and that single rooms run between twenty-five and forty dollars a month."

Sauer could give no price range on apartments but did say that the closest thing to luxury living available to the off-campus students are the more expensive Notre Dame Apartments.

off-campus lists

Sauer said that both his office and LaFortune and Fr. Reehle's Office of Student Housing in the Administration building have a list of landlords and the housing they have to offer. The Off-Campus Commissioner went on to say that these lists do not contain all of the available housing in the South Bend area, but only contains those landlords who have paid the fee and that students should never leave a deposit with these landlords.

Sauer said that his office will not promote landlords who have not paid this fee as it would be unfair to the landlords who have paid the fee.

house hints

Sauer suggested a few considerations that students should think about when deciding to move off-campus. "Be sure to figure in all costs and give yourself a little leeway because of inflation; a lot of students don't do this and they they are surprised as to how much it costs to live off-campus," he said.

Sauer went on to say "when shopping for food compare the prices from all the food stores in your area and figure food expenses on a per week basis. Most off-campus students eat lunch at the bubble so you don't figure this in with your 'at home' food costs."

He noted that in a four man off-campus set-up the average cost for food per student per week is between ten and fifteen dollars.

Sauer said that students should find out if utilities are included in the payments and that he recommends students take houses in which utilities are included in the monthly rent. In most cases the laundry and phone expenses are not included in the rent and students have to deal with these bills themselves.

The Off-Campus Commissioner continued by saying that students should leave a deposit of more than two months rent and that students should check on the transportation in and from campus as well as the security available to the student in the neighborhood before making a final decision.

Sauer will try to answer any questions pertaining to off-campus housing.

The Off-Campus Commissioner has an office phone number is 7755, the office is always open between 1 and 3:30pm any weekday.
The Paul Winter Consort
Saturday Feb. 24 at 8:00
O’Laughlin Auditorium
Tickets: $2.50 advance $3.00 door
Tickets available NOW at the Student Union Ticket Office and Thursday night in the Dining Halls

THE NOTRE DAME-ST. MARY’s THEATRE
AFTER THE RAIN
JOHN BOWEN’S absorbing theatrical morality play surrounding events 200 years hence—after the rain.

February 16, 17, 22, 23, 24 at 8:30 pm
Washington Hall Notre Dame campus
Students, Faculty, Staff $1.50
Reservations: 284-4176 (Business Hours) 283-7054 (Show Nights)

We Solve Long Hair Problems

Long Hair can be a problem if it is not shaped properly. We will take the time to help you find the style that best fits your needs.

All Services By Appointment — Call Now

The Windjymer

Hair Styling for Discriminating Men & Boys

AFTER THE RAIN — seminar, "decomposition of n2o in liquid hydrocarbons" prof. yashihiko hatano, radiation lab.
7:00pm lecture, students fight against monopoly capitalism. thomas chrenshaw, library auditorium.
8:00pm ice capades, acc. tickets $5, $4, $2.50
8:00pm concert, "pdg bach" with peter schickele, o’laughlin auditorium, tickets $3 for students, $5 for others.
9:00pm notre dame jazz band, lafortune.

Feel ‘Jumpin’ Jack Flash’ run through your blood on Superox Stereophones.

For an incredible physical experience, try this experiment. Place a pair of Superox Feather-Fones on your head, and turn on the music. You’ll feel voices rush through your veins, a boil- ing over your right eyebrow, or a drum roll up and down your spine. Chances are, you’ll get up and dance. So the Superox Feather-Fone has a foot cord. And is so lightweight, at just 8 ounces, that you may forget you’re even wearing it! However, this improvement is heavy-duty. Superox guarantees it for one year.

This experiment will cost you $24.95. At that price, and for that performance, you’ll see why the Superox Feather-Fone is the best sound investment around.

Observer News Staff Meeting
Regular, short business meeting
Tonight
7:00 pm
LaFortune
2-D
Budget cuts threaten Sr. Marita

by Marlene Zloza
Staff Reporter

Due to President Nixon’s recent refusal to fund some Congressionally-approved social programs, one of Notre Dame’s favorite charities may soon be in financial straits.

Primary Day School, run by Sr. Marita and Sr. Evodine, was notified Monday by one of their benefactors, the Model Cities program, that they must cut 35 percent off their current budget allotment.

The Dau School, which teaches reading and arithmetic to children in grades one through three, has been receiving funds from Model Cities for several areas of operation. This year’s original budget was $14,000—allocated for faculty salaries, teaching assistants, books and supplies, and travel expenses for the children.

This was the minimum operating cost.

According to Professor Nicholas Fiore, a member of the school’s board, President Nixon’s budget cuts are the major problem facing the school.

“The President has refused to spend money for certain social welfare activities that Congress has already allocated,” he said, “and that’s the reason for the current government battle.”

Model Cities is one of the programs directly involved in the cutback.

Ironically, the Director of the school, Sr. Evodine, recently received word from Model Cities that an extra bonus would be forthcoming for this spring.

“Someone from Model Cities called about three weeks ago and asked if we could use about $2,000 more and of course we were very happy,” Sr. Evodine explained Tuesday.

“We got mixed signals and I thought it was a mistake. Then I decided to check it out and Monday they said yes. It is definitely a plus.”

Model Cities, however, has the final say in whether the money is granted.

Unfortunately, Sr. Evodine was notified Monday by one of the Model Cities directors that they must cut 35 percent from the original budget.

“T"he President has refused to spend money for certain social welfare activities that Congress has already allocated,” she added.

Last week, however, the Day School received a letter asking the directors to attend a Model Cities meeting last Monday night.

According to Sr. Evodine, that’s when the dream came true because “a little bit frightening.”

Primary Day School was asked to deduct 35 percent from the original budget.

“We can either use it all up tomorrow or spend it out until June, but personally think that if they signed a contract until July 31 they should honor it,” asserted Sr. Evodine.

Actually, the Model Cities program does not really know how much money they have left to work with and can only estimate at this point. “This has all taken place since Monday at 8:00 pm and it is not at all a stabilized situation right now,” said Prof. Fiore.

There is a possibility that Congress will prevail and the school will receive their original cut and the $2,000 bonus. When it was proposed, Sr. Evodine was told the new funds were for food and travel expenses for the teachers.

“Sr. Marita and I are planning to attend the International Reading Conference in Denver this spring and if we get funds that will be very nice,” said Sr. Evodine, “but if not we will squeeze the money out of our current salaries.”

Fiore outlined the options open to the Model Cities program if Nixon’s authorization holds.

“There are two choices we have to make. We can spend the remaining money slowly, in which case it will last until June 74 and they will keep 50 percent of their ongoing activity,” explained Fiore. “This is called the stretch-out plan.”

“Or they can spend at the originally planned level and the funds will last until the fall, which is the burn-out plan,” continued Fiore.

It is not exactly clear yet how drastically the Day School will suffer.

“Sr. Marita’s school may have to operate with one half the funds that supply salaries and supplies, curtail their activities severely or try to get money from other sources,” said Fiore. The school could also get eighteen months of full-scale operation or get cut off completely.

If there is cutting to be done after the final decision is made, Sr. Evodine will still face more questions and problems.

“It is unclear whether we were asked to cut salaries just supply and travel funds,” she stated. "There was some idea that if we had already committed money for salaries, they would pay for it.”

We are having a board meeting Thursday,” confirmed Sr. Evodine, and they can keep 50 percent of our current activity,” explained Sr. Evodine.

Sr. Evodine also commented on the issue of the Monday night meeting. "The atmosphere at the meeting was very tense," she related.

The Director mentioned the remarks of one of the men present, who asserted that although the Model Cities program wasn’t faultless and had some areas of waste, there are other aspects that are very important and are working fine.

"He said that the program gave the poor people some hope,” stressed Sr. Evodine. “I feel we should pay attention to the things he said and I hope the government realizes the importance of this money.”

Fiore outlined some of the other "options" that the school has been pursuing simultaneously.

"We are working on a new possibilities; a co-op program with the education departments at IUSB and at SMC, working through the United Fund, and begging as we’ve done in past years,” he said. "You could say we have five feet in the fire at once.”

On the ND campus, Rick Ullinger has been working with the school and helping raise funds.

"We get some money from the diverse, donations at masses, campus collections and Marita’s,” Ullinger detailed.

Sr. Evodine also praised the work of ND student volunteers who do work at the school on an individual and steady basis. "Some of them have been with us two or three years and we know how helpful they are to us,” she said.

WHAT'S THE RELIGIOUS LIFE LIKE?

Ask the Men Who Know

Contact: Fr. Andrew Cifemi, O. Praem.
Holy Cross Hall, 107 UND
Tel: 283-6185

WHAT'S YOUR GIRL BACK HOME DOING TONIGHT?

Long distance still is the next best thing to being there. And you can save money by calling nights or weekends.
Letters...

Escort Service

Editor:
Who is escorting whom when campus security guards volunteer to be so, not with innocent walkers but with relative safety groups of three or more? Sincerely,
John M. Wylie
114 Lewis Hall

Kerstenism

Editor:
The current, much publicized campaign to choose "Mr. Diet" as Senior Fellow demonstrates an amazing lack of maturity on the part of certain members of the Notre Dame class. If these people disagree with the policies of personnel of previous choices, fine. It is for them to find someone of their own persuasion who has contributed in a significant way to the betterment of mankind. If they consider the award meaningless, let them abolish it. This attempt to revive "kerstenism" is a poor reflection on the individuals involved as well as the entire student body. A belligerent attitude towards coverage of this phenomenon would be worse than a simple waste of print. Attention encourages rather than discourages the fantasies of children.
Yours,
Stephen Pettit

No Abortion

Editor:
Following the decision of the Supreme Court on the constitutionality of laws permitting abortion, there has been a great outpouring of the opinions of all people of all political and religious faiths concerning that ruling. In a statement read at all the services on Sunday, Feb. 4, the six Catholic bishops of Indiana rejected the finality of that decision. They affirmed the inalienable right of all men to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness, while the effect of the decision is to withdraw the protection of life for human beings at any stage of pregnancy. The bishops pledged their continued efforts to uphold the right to life of the unborn and to make available viable alternatives to all abortion and to maintain an effective respect for the dignity of all human life.
In a comment on the joint statement Bishop Leo A. Pursley of Fort Wayne Bluff Fort Wayne, 11, declared: "This is a statement that points out the right to life without the right to be born is self- contradictory. "How the same body of men," he declared, "could revoke the death penalty for convicted criminals and, in effect, impose that sentence on innocent human beings is beyond all understanding."
The clear, well-reasoned statement of the bishops deserves the support of all people who believe in the sanctity of human life and the right of the child in the mother's womb to be born. The affirmation of these great moral principles, which lie at the heart of our Constitution, makes the statement an historic one.
Rev. John A. O'Brien Ph.D.
Capt. Denton

Prickly Heat

Editor:
It has come to our attention of late that the SLC at the request of Dr. Philip Facenda will investigate several proposals introduced at the February 5 SLC session. We of the Notre Dame Prickly Heat Society find this state of affairs somewhat unsavory. In that time and again our suggestions for long overdue reformation have fallen on deaf ears. Perhaps with the printing of this letter, the students and faculty at Notre Dame will become more vociferous about the problems which beset our small but tightly knit community and we need to offer what we consider to be the first steps toward a workable solution:
1. That all students at Notre Dame be required to take a prickly heat experience course to acquaint them with the social stigma of this dreaded condition.
2. To hire a full-time prickly heat specialist at the information desk.
3. The prickly heat student aid program needs to be on a more secure financial basis.
4. That the university provide a fully air-conditioned prickly heat hospital. This would be a social meeting place for prickly heaters off-campus. (An idea that has been instituted in other colleges.)
5. To have an increase in prickly heat resident assistants.
6. That the lack of cultural events for prickly heaters be investigated by the student government vice-president. The question must be asked: "Why are we not giving credence to prickly heaters as being a part of the area of cultural activity?"

PRICKLY HEAT

No Abortion...on abortion, support, and others

Editor:
The current, much publicized campaign to choose "Mr. Diet" as Senior Fellow demonstrates an amazing lack of maturity on the part of certain members of the Notre Dame class. If these people disagree with the policies of personnel of previous choices, fine. It is for them to find someone of their own persuasion who has contributed in a significant way to the betterment of mankind. If they consider the award meaningless, let them abolish it. This attempt to revive "kerstenism" is a poor reflection on the individuals involved as well as the entire student body. A belligerent attitude towards coverage of this phenomenon would be worse than a simple waste of print. Attention encourages rather than discourages the fantasies of children.

Sincerely,
Joan M. Wyile

Thank you for your cooperation with the current, much publicized campaign to choose "Mr. Diet" as Senior Fellow. Our reasons are the same as those of the other members of the Notre Dame community: to promote the welfare of our members. We realize that time is the essence of change and we optimistically look toward the future.

Rev. Maggi
364 Cavanaugh

Prickly Heat

Editor:
It was highly disappointed by Mr. Kogovsek's columns of February 9th. In fact, the title of the column seems to adequately state the writer's attitude and approach.

Dear Editor:
I was highly disappointed by Mr. Kogovsek's column of February 9th. In fact, the title of the column seems to adequately state the writer's attitude and approach.

When Father D'Arcy's "In Loco Parentis" article is obviously a product of long, serious thought which calls for the most serious consideration and response. On the whole, Father D'Arcy's emphasis on the relationship between the university and the character of its students is good thought perhaps his own articulation of this needs further thought and clarification. Having myself attempted to further such a conversation, I found Mr. Kogovsek's article repugnant, "vile" and not very funny. It is all too easy to take "cheap shots" at those who are in positions where they must make difficult decisions. Hindsight does nothing to further conversation and understanding. Ironically, articles such as Mr. Kogovsek's would seem to prove the major contention of Father D'Arcy's position, a position which needs clarification, but on the whole appears to be surely needed.

If Mr. Kogovsek has nothing to add to a serious conversation about "In Loco Parentis" he would do well to have another beer and stay on the beach hiding behind his own Foster Grant's. It might even profitably take a dictionary along.

Sincerely,
Mike Molady

Detroit Bus Signs for Michter and Easter Baskets

Ed. Note:
SPECIAL
SPECIAL

BEER SPECIAL

MILLERS
SCHLITZ
HAMMS

CORKY'S
RESERVE

CORBY'S RESERVE

Boone's Farm

Apple &
Strawberry

STRAWBERRY

RIVER PARK LIQUOR

SUPER!!

CHIVAS REGAL

BARCLAY'S GIL

10% Discount by the Case

* Keg Beer

* Best Beer

Prices In Town

Wine Cellar

The Notre Dame Party Centers

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 1971

FREE

That will be the price of admission for the Col. "Tea and Trivia" Friday night from 8-12 in the Rathskeller. Appearing will be Pete Snake, Bob Thomas, Rick Walters, Tom Fought, and a surprise! A good price, good music, and a good time for anyone who wanders in. Be sure you do!!

SUPER PARTY
With the super party supply stores, Town & Country and Riverpark Liquors - and their super prices!!!

SUPER PRICES TO NOTRE DAME STUDENTS

DIRECT DIAMOND IMPORTERS

FOXX JEWELERS

SINCE 1917

131 Broadway
Call 737

Also Concord Mall in Eickhart


4 Others open every Sat.

Also Concord Mall in Eickhart


4 Others open every Sat.
Letters To A Lonely God
on the unreality of the world

reverend robert griffin

I found the handbag under a chair on the floor of my office. It has been there for more than a week, and a few minutes ago, I finally decided to empty it to find out who owns it. I am sitting here now, with the contents of that handbag spread beside me on the desk. There is a hair brush, an open pack of Vie's medicated cough drops, a roughy box, a compact size vial of Ptd. A. E. Houseman wrote:

"The world's great sorrows were born in ancient shadows and twilights as one boring repeated riff."

Bittered by my conscience, enhanced by my father's financial generosity, and goded on by Kevin Dockrell ("You may not get another chance to break down and bought a ticket to the Neil Young concert in Indianapolis last night), I went certain that I did, because Young was -vectorizing his concert and with the sun setting and shadows of the face of the Lonely God."

For a number of years now, I have listened to discussions on the problems of life at Notre Dame: the drinking, the misuse of sex and drugs, the dance parties, and I have felt that some of the problems were symptoms of the human condition, others are the special burden of those of us who are members of the Notre Dame community.

You have to be able to distinguish between the symptoms of the human condition and the special burdens before you can do much about either.

In the meantime, you have the chance to examine the content of this handbag, and the gum, the cough drops, the perfume, and the colors are real enough to touch the senses. You wonder about the girl: is Notre Dame, for her, a world of romance and make-believe? Is she ever struck with the idea of childre n at play on the dorms of Notre Dame, there comes that pause in life that results in the lost childhood of innocence.

It is possible that all of us here at Notre Dame are citizens of an unreal world. It is possible that it is from the rhythms of our social season that the atmosphere of college life is formed, moving as we do from the football Saturdays in the stadium in October and November, to the ski slopes of Aspen in January, to the beaches of Port Lauderdale in April, to the summer nights spent smoking pot in Amsterdam until morning, and from jazz and rock, to the time to begin the school year again on the sand dunes of Lake Michigan.

But somewhere on the plateaux of time between Aspen and Lauderdale, the is a freshman caught between the pressures of study and loneliness, who is on the edge of despair. There is the dilemma of a junior who tried too hard to be popular. There is the struggle of a senior who has sacrificed everything he might have enjoyed doing out of the hope of getting into med school, and he knows he is not going to get in. There is the search for absolutes by a boy whose father died in the boy's first month at college. The boy has never afterwards been able to believe in God, yet he is frightened to live in the world without faith. Is she a student who was operated on for cancer while she was in college but for some reason has not been called on to perform? Will she someday become part of one of those tragedies?

Anonymous purses tell no tales, except perhaps the tales of innocence. Innocence, you see, is the mood of children at play on the world's great sorrowing, destroyed by it. But even in the dorms of Notre Dame, there comes that sense of growth openness of awareness of goodness and innocence in life that results in the lost childhood of innocence.

In ancient shadows and twilight's light, the world's great sorrowing were born, and its heroes were made. It can be attended to by approximately fifty fortunate people from Notre Dame.

Ride The Music

neil young

pat small
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a car show: more than just a fancy parking lot

Below, people and motors make up a car show, each's individuality sometimes rivaling the others. Right, not everyone can take those crowds and horsepower, though.

Photos and design by Joseph Abell
Special thanks to Steve Flanagan
Recruiters ousted from campus

by John Runcbach
Observer Reporter

Southwestern Corporation recruiters were asked to leave campus Sunday after Ombudman Bill McLean filed complaint with security claiming the company did not follow guidelines set by the Placement Bureau, and that the representatives were misrepresentative.

McLean filed representatives complaints with the request.
The Nashville based corporation publishes and sells religious and educational books. Southwestern recruiters have been invited to campus for summer employment from college campuses.

In an interview Wednesday, McLean said the company was misrepresented.

First, they promised high salaries, but did not emphasize that living expenses were to be provided by sales operations.

"One student is not cut out for the type of door-to-door sales work they do," McLean said. "I asked them to follow our procedures, and they agreed," he explained.

"We want students to know that we are trying to protect them. We don't make any judgments about companies, but we do check them out with the Better Business Bureau and the Dan and Bradstreet Rating," Willem in said.

He added that if the Southwestern Corporation registers with the Placement Bureau, it must tell students all of the risks involved with their selling operations.

"When I talked to the sales manager, he admitted that their sales pitch did not hit the door-to-door selling aspect immediately," the Placement Bureau director said.

Southwestern is a legitimate company, but we want them, if they are going to recruit on campus, to inform the student completely," he stated.

Ombudman McLean said there were other companies on campus who advertise without registering with the Placement Bureau. "I'm afraid students are running into any problems with them, he should contact the Placement Bureau," he said.

Plane delays
Giovanni talk

by Bill Sahin
Staff Reporter

Southwestern representatives had scheduled talks at 8 p.m. Tuesday night because of a delayed flight at O'Hare International Airport, according to Jim Novic, Academic Coordinator.

Giovanni was scheduled to give a talk at 8 p.m. in the Library Auditorium, but the flight did not leave Chicago until 9 p.m., because her plane had been caught in a holding pattern over Chicago and she was connecting flight to South Bend. According to Novic, there was a standing room only crowd of about 50 people waiting to see her. When the flight finally arrived at South Bend, there were still about 50 people, who walked in with the student Librarian.

THE RED DOOR CLUB

Anounces

ENTERTAINMENT

every

Tuesday & Thursday Night
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Can we talk?

by Mike Kulezych
Staff Reporter

Notre Dame Student Government is now selling current issues of National Lampoon, Playboy, and Ms. in the Student Government offices, now renamed Pat's Bookstore, after Student Government secretary Pat Eichel. Student Government is selling the magazines "as a profit source (brown paper wrappers) because of their unavailability elsewhere on campus, according to SG Treasurer Mike Margot.

National Lampoon was recently banned from the Huddle. The magazines will be on sale weekdays from 8:30 to 12:00 and 1:00 to 5:00.

The service was originally conceived by the Ministry of Propaganda and is now under the auspices of the Director of Campus Support, Walker Holloway. Holloway feels that the magazines "will draw the students near enough to what is really happening in Student Government" and they "will be destroying the unthinking lethargy that has encroaching upon the campus."

"One Student Government official asked, "What sort of man reads materials from Pat's Bookstore?" Walker replied that the materials "would appeal only the highest purest interests on campus."

But added she that was "free to please service to the student body."

ND Ministry featured in Film

by Eddy Kendricks
Observer Reporter

Notre Dame's Campus Ministry Office will be one of many campus ministries featured in a film prepared for the Indiana Newman Foundation Tuesday. The purpose of the ten-minute film is to tell the story and needs of campus ministry throughout Indiana.

Mr. Jane Fitz, Assistant Director of Campus Ministry said "I would guess that the film will be shown in parishes, churches and the state.

The Indiana Newman Foundation has commissioned Medaesthetics of Dayton, Ohio to prepare the same theme, consisting of colored slides along with a sound track.

The ND Campus Ministry Office has provided fifteen slides of various campus scenes taken by student rep Steve Roche, Photographer Bill Hollis of Medaesthetics will visit selective campuses, including Notre Dame, the week of February 19 to take any additional pictures.

WANTED

Graduate's wife babysits. Live near campus. Call 287-1273.

Need ride to St. Louis Fri., Feb. 14, with share expenses. Call Steve 3487.

Need ride to Wester Feb. 23, call 1102 or 1298.


Yuppa ride need to Miami. For. 3683. Renting Mar 1 to Apr 1. For Jan. Call Pete 8702.

Need ride to L.A. Spring Break. Will share expenses. Call Bill 8233.

RIDERS NEEDED tomorrow to Des Moines. Plane 8701.

LOST AND FOUND


Found: ND class ring. Call and identify 1-7TH 16 HAM, 7TH 1245, 7TH 1012.

Found: ND class ring. Call and identify 1-7TH 16 HAM, 7TH 1245, 7TH 1012.

Our representative will be on campuses, according to SG Treasurer Mike Margot. National Lampoon was recently banned from the Huddle. The magazines will be on sale weekdays from 8:30 to 12:00 and 1:00 to 5:00.

The service was originally conceived by the Ministry of Propaganda and is now under the auspices of the Director of Campus Support, Walker Holloway. Holloway feels that the magazines "will draw the students near enough to what is really happening in Student Government" and they "will be destroying the unthinking lethargy that has encroaching upon the campus."

"One Student Government official asked, "What sort of man reads materials from Pat's Bookstore?" Walker replied that the materials "would appeal only the highest purest interests on campus."

But added she that was "free to please service to the student body."

The ND Campus Ministry Office has provided fifteen slides of various campus scenes taken by student rep Steve Roche, Photographer Bill Hollis of Medaesthetics will visit selective campuses, including Notre Dame, the week of February 19 to take any additional pictures.

WANTED

Graduate's wife babysits. Live near campus. Call 287-1273.

Need ride to St. Louis Fri., Feb. 14, with share expenses. Call Steve 3487.

Need ride to Wester Feb. 23, call 1102 or 1298.


Yuppa ride need to Miami. For. 3683. Renting Mar 1 to Apr 1. For Jan. Call Pete 8702.

Need ride to L.A. Spring Break. Will share expenses. Call Bill 8233.

RIDERS NEEDED tomorrow to Des Moines. Plane 8701.

LOST AND FOUND


Found: ND class ring. Call and identify 1-7TH 16 HAM, 7TH 1245, 7TH 1012.
Irish meet Rams in the Garden

by Vic Dorr

Two years ago, Notre Dame's basketball team played Fordham in Madison Square Garden. Both clubs were national powers that had both ended the season with invitations to the NCAA tournament.

Tonight, the Irish will return to the Garden for their annual scrap with the Rams. But this year's meeting will be much more meaningful than it was in 1970-71. Phelps left Fordham for Notre Dame in 1971, and since then, Notre Dame has been a major force in the country. Fordham, meanwhile, has been a consistently good club that has shown steady improvement.

The Rams were one of the most recent out in the 1970-71 season, suffering a 79-75 loss at the hands of St. John's. But tonight's game is important, particularly on NCAA tournament action.

In the early weeks of the year, the Irish and Rams teams faced each other in a crucial match-up. Fordham did win that game, 94-88.

The Rams are a capable team. They have eight letter winners and three starters back from last year's 19-8 team, and they have returned the returnees are All-East guard Ken Charles, a 6'3 junior, and Charles averaged 21.3 points a game for last year's Maroons, and he has been backcourt help this season from 6-2 soph Walt Douglas at 16.7.

Backups Charles and Douglas byjunior Frank Heyward (7.8 pp) and 6-1 senior Tim Phipps who has contributed 7.3.

Serving in the post position for the Rams is sophomore 6-7, 190-pound Darrell Staton, the nation's leading scorer on last year's 12-6 team. Joining Broening on Fordham front line are two more returning veterans: 6-4 Paul Hackett, who is averaging 10.6, and 6-6 Lightbourn.

The Rams have triumphed in the last two meetings between the clubs, including last year's 77-73 victory, but we might find ourselves in a more competitive contest.

The Irish, who have scored at least 80 points in each of their last five games, bring a 7.6 average into the contest, and have lost their five starters scoring in double figures.

Center John Shumate leads ND in scoring with 18.9 after following by Gary Brook (18.7). Gary Novak (12.3), and Dwight Strokey (11.9). Peter Cottry, the fifth ND starter, is scoring 6.8 pp. Shumate is also the leading Notre Dam rebounder, with 11.2 per game. Novak is averaging 9.8 and Strokey 5.6 for the Irish.

Tonight's game is the second of six straight away games, bringing a 8-2 record into double figures.

Senor Don Silinsky has seen the Irish cagers lose twice to Fordham. Tonight the Rams will be looking for a reversal of form.